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NOMENCLATURE
A Aiplitude of transverse oscillations
a Mass ratio, (see Eq. 11-a))
C Drag coefficient, see Eq. (1)
A
Cdl Another drag coefficient, see Eqs. (2) and (1)
dhAnother drag coefficient, see Eqs. (6) anid (7)
Cds Steady-Flow drag coefficient
Cdi Mean in-line drag coefficient
CL Lift coefficient
1-1 An inertia coefficient, see Eq. (1)
Cull An inertia coefficient, See Eqs. (2) and (5)
C 1111 An inertia coefficient, see Eqs. (6) and( (8)
I) Cylinder diameter
f A frequency
f Cylinder oscillation frequencyc
fn Natural frequency of ali elasLically-inounLed cylinder
f; Vortex shedding frequency for a cylinder at rest
L Length of the test cylinder
iII Mass of the oscillating cylinder
He Reynolds inumber
S Strouha1 number
S Response parameter, material dampiliing ratio/mass ratio
t Time





U IMaximum velocity in a cycle'Il
V Velocity of the ambieiit flow
V r educed velocity, VT/D
rx Displacemlent
x r =/ xl
yr =x/A
C flaterial damping ratio unless otherwise sLated
v Kiniematic viscosity of fluid
pf D~ensity of fluid
1)s IDensity of the cyli nuler. (apparent densiLy)
P r Fluid densi ty/apparenL structural density
(1) Circular frequency
0 fs/f , Strouhual frequency/natural frequency
S fc /f i, Cylinder oscillation frequency/natural frequency
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I. I U I ROIUC I I oil
A. GIIIERAL [II4ARKS
The l inear or inonlinear transient or steady-state response of a body
to forces acting on it has long bee" a source of interesting and practi-
cally applicable research. Iii fluid flow, the probilecm arises from the
fundamentally unstable nature of the shear layers and the feed-hack
fromi the wake to the shear layers. The resultinmg vortex motion gives
rise, in addition to a mean drag force, to a signiificant fluctuating
transverse force provided that parLt of the body contour lies in the
region of the transverse pressure gradient, i.e., downstream of the
separation points. Evideintly, Lhe shape of tLie afLerbody and the pressure
gradient are relaLed and an afl[erbody wl i hich prevents the nonlinear inter-
action between the two shear layers may el iminate the transverse pressure
gradlient w ithout preventinLl the syttuieLric vortex formatimo.
Experiments have showni that elastic bodies or elasLically-mounted
rigid bodies with a suitable afterbody subjected to steady or Lime-
depeindent flow can develop self-excited oscillatiolns with limit-cycle
eIehavior and that energy may be transferred f romn the fluid to the body
Mhen the vortex-shedding frequency brackets the natural frequency of
oscillation of the body. Thus, not only the shape of the body but also
its material characteristics (e.g., density, elasticity, internal
friction, tension, type of mounting, surface condition, yaw angle,
proximuitly of other bodies or free surface, etc.) play significant roles
iA the overall mechanismi. Some of these variahles controls the spanwise
coherence of the vortices and hence the integrated transverse force along
the body; some conitrols the inatural frequency of the body and the mode
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of its vibration; arid so;mae chaniges tlbe internal damping of tile body and
the work (doJne by its surroutidings. Evidently, mteans mIlay be discovered
through painsLakingly-difficult experiiments to reduce or destroy the
spaimise coherence so as to iminimize tile exciLing force, to increase the
itternal damping so as to minimize the net energy transfer, or to increase
the natural frequency (stiffening of the body or of its supports) so
that LIhe vortex-shedditig frequeticies are well below er ahove the natural
frequency of the body. lW dohig so, however, the objective is 11ot only
Ihe red',ciion or e iiiiinaLion of tile hydroelastic oscillations but also
the miiniDmizaLion of an in-IiIne drag-force paramleter such as (lIA/D)Cd. di
In other words, the peita1Ly for the reduced transverse oscillations
should iio. be a large in)-line drag force.
The phenomenon is relatively more complex since one is concerned
not only with the osciilaLitns of the body and the in-iine atnd transverse
forces acting oil it but also with fatigue and Lhe sound generated by tile
oscillations and vortices. l•'irhermore, ini affecting the natural frequency
of the body by additional teiision or mass, the question is not merely the
deterfiiiation of the septaration needed hetweeii the vortex-shedding and
v'atural frequencies but also of the range over which the exciting flechanism
can lock onto the frequency of the body.
The mtateria1 dampirig wihich is often comb ined or con fused viith fluid
damping, cannot be incr-eased Li desired levels wifLhout severe penalties.
As to the efforts to change the body shape, it is obvious that a circular
cross-section is most desirable partly because of ease of its
construction and partly becatise of the fact that often the flow is
om0(idirectloona1 as well as time-depenideniL. I L is for the reasons ci ted
above that the reduction of the integrated transverse force by a reduction
10
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of the spanwise coherence (increasing the force-cancelling effects of
phase shifts which miiay be brought about by three-dimensional effects)
by means of helical strakes, eccentric rings, uneven roughness, and
various types of fairings has beeni tie primary method of vibration
suplression. It should be inoted that such devices are often referred to
as the "vortex. suppression" devices even though they do itot actually
Suppress the vortex shedding. They merely reduce the Integrated lift
force through phase shifts.
It is evident from the foregoing remarks that there are substantial
gaps in the understanding of the fundamental mieclhaiisis at work in the
forcing of a body by Lhe forces acting oti its afterbody and in tile
prediction of the lock-in range in which resonaAt and pseudo-resonallt
oscillations occur. It is also evident that the control or prevention
of the oscillations requires first of all the prediction of whether such
oscillations woill at all occur and if so for what range of tie controlling
p)aramneters.
In view of the foregoing.! considerations, the present research prograilt
was uindertaken with two maini objectives: (a) to determine the ill-phase and
out-of-phase comip)onents of the time-(Iependent force acting on a. rigid
circular cylinder undergoing forced transverse oscillations in a uni forinl
stream arid to predict through the use of these force components tie
d(lynamtic response of all elas tically mitounted cylinider for which the material
dampl)ing coefficient and the 'mass paratneler' are knowni; and (b) to predict
throug-h the use of the discreLe vortex model the kineiatic and dynail ic
characteristics of the fluid motion about a cir(:ular cylinder uitdergoing
hlarmtioniic oscillations. hle seconld( obihjective will, hopelfully, lielp to
synthesize the Information gathered during the past decade frot specific
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practical vibration p)roblem~is arid froui highly idealized experimental and
theoretical investigatiois.
This report does iiot deal with vibration suppression methods, the
effect of time-dependence and shear of the ambienL flow.i, galloping miotion,
the effect of yaw, coupled in-iine and transverse oscillations of flexible
cylinders or cables. the proximity effect of other tubes or bodies, etc.
FurLhermore, no attempL has beeni mitade to offer a chronological survey or
a sLate-of-the art appraisal of tile flow iWduced oscillatiotis. Only those
works which have a direct bearing on the evaluation and/or discussion of
the present results are reviewed ill some detail whherever appropriate.
B. SELF-EXCITED OSC I1.ATI (llS
The net result of alteriiate vortex shedding is anl usci1lating side
thrust , upon a cylinder of su ilable fonrm, in a direction away from the
last vortex. This side Wirh-tist or lift force exists practically at all
Heynolds numbhers regardless of whether the body is allowed to respond
dynamlically or not. For a body held at rest, there is a finely-tuned,
relatively delicate, interacLion and lalatice between various features of
the flow. Upstream boundary layers generate tihe vow-ticity which feeds
I
the vortices. Downstream boundary layers, interaction between the
oppositely-signed shed vortices, and turbulence control the dissipation
mechanism, the amount of vorticity each vortex receives or retains, the
mobility of the separation points, the average vortex shedding frequency,
etc. Tihe fact that the various components of such a flow is delicately
interrelated and susceptible to interference has been amply demonstrated.
The appreciation of the fact that the alternate vortex shedding is a
consequence of flow. instability, or of the breakdown of the cause and
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effect syiietry, is particularly important ini uiderstanding as to why
the vortex-induced oscillation is not a simple cause-and-effect ihenomlenon.
Fromt a futidamental point of vievw the question is the understatidiig of
both the muodification of the steady flow mechaitiss and the interdependence
between the resulting tiuie-dependent force that causes the body to oscillate
and the oscillation. Fronm a p)ractical point of view thie question is how
to p)revemt the body fromi takintg conLrol of vortex shedding.
Nimterous experiments have shown that (e.g., lIlevins 1977) when
the vortex shedding frequency brackets the natural frequency of a body with
a suitable afterbody, the hody Lakes control of the shedding in apparenlt
violatLion of the Strouhal i-elatioishilp. I:urthermuore, the spant.lise
correlation of the wake, the vortex stregtthi, and the drag force increase.
The base pressure, wake width, vortex-shedditig frequency may increase or
decrease as one approaches the synchronization rejion. These are ii.erely
some of the simply-observable or measutrable flow- features wihich in reality
reflect the chan;es in the fine-grain flow structure due to the comtplicated
interaction betvween the oscillator and the oscillated. Thus, it may be
said that the lock-it phelnomenoii over a range of velocities owes its
occurrence to the precarious nature of the base flow. The mtore, precarious
itie basic flow features are about Lhe body, the m.-ore susceptibl'e is the
body to synchronous oscillatLions ill a wider velocity range. In other
word(is, a body's ability to alter the flow features through its oscillations
or simply to amplify the lift force is a mteasure of its ability to
hydrodynamic response. It is not reasonable to think that the flow
characteristics about an oscillating body would be the same as those about
a body at rest. Should Lthis have been the case, there -Would have been
resonance at one particular velocity of flow only, taiaely, when the Stroulhal
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frequency is equal to the natural frequency of tle body.
The interlplay between the different physical quantities involved ill
the phenomenon can be adequately established and a deeper insight could
be gained into the pIhysics of Lhie flow only throuygh an analytical model.
To a degree, the difficulties in devising a model stem from an inadequate
knowledge of tile precise mechanism of flow separation and its consequences
in steady flow past a stationary body. To be sure, analytical models in
which the equations of muotion are conditioned in a maniler analogous with
experimental techniques, such as conditioned sampling, for instance,
could also assist in exposing the details of the physical phenomena. On
the other hand, models contrived to suit the available experimental data
give only an illusion of understanding of the physics of the flow and
become at best an interpolation b)etween various experimental resullts.
So far, it has not been possible to calculate, by appropriate viscous
or inviscid modeling, the developmen I of coiled-up vortex sheets springing
from two- or three-dimensional sep)aration lines on a body of general shape.
"Thus, isolating a small number of flow features either to describe the wake
(levelopit|lent about a statio|iary body or the differences betw-een the charac-
teristics of statioiary and oscillating body so as to arrive at.a
theoretical unification of the existing observations and measurni-ents iway
be an i1litsive search. NIoulever, the end result may be less important than
the p)ractical understanding that the effort has brought. In the main,
it seems that the computation of the characteristics of the near wake
region and the interaction of that region with an oscillating body will
continue to remiain essentially empi rical and the success of numerical
schemes will be sensitive to the choice of independent paramieters. It
appears that heavy reliance on experimental investigations of vortex-




to brid'je between sets of experimental resul~s will doiminate the problem
of fluid-structure interact.ion for a long time to comie.
C. DISCUSSIONl OF REL.EVAI'i[ PIIYSICAL PARA4ETEIS
Flo,. about an oscillatinig body necessarily concerns such parameters
as the Strouhal number, damping coefficient, natural frequency, added mass,
etc. These parameters are variously interpreted, evaluated, or assumed
by various workers. Thus, it. is necessary that the.' be discussed here
briefly so that the reader can assess the validityL of some of the
assumptions made in their use in various analyt ical models.
a. Strouhial Number
'he sep)aration process is a t ime-deperndent phenomenon with alternate
sheddijyj vortices creating a transverse pressure gradient. Unsteady
hydrodynamic loads arisiNg fromt this pressure gradient acting on the
afterbody can excite dynamic structural response as noted earlier. Body
natural frequencies near the exciting frequency raise the spector of load
and response enhancement. Thus, tile spectral content of the forcing
fincLions are important tLo dyrnamuic structural reslponse analysis. If the
shedding process is periodic or quasi-periodic, a simple characteristic
Strouhal nutmber SO= f([)/U is defined where f° is the shedding frequency
v v
when the cylinder is at rest. The shedding process may be random
(broadband) over a portion of tihe Ueyzmolds nulmber range for which a
statistical response analysis is required based oil the spectral content.
Also required is a measure of the correlation length along the cylinder.
If the correlation lengths are long compared to the cylinder diameter,
sectional analyses are valid, and the loads act in conicert along the
cylinder. If short correlation lengths are present, the structural
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analysis mnust be three-diimensional, and the total load on the body is
reduced. Evidently, the characterization of the vortex shedding process
by a simple frequency is a practical simplification. Power spectral
density analyses of unsteady cylinder loads reveals that in certain
Reynolds nuimiber regimes the shedding process is periodic and can be
characterized by a single frequency. At subcritical Reynolds numbers,
the energy containing freqoencies are confined to a narrow band, and the
Strouhal number is about 0.2 for smooth cylinders. It must, however, be
emphasized that only an average Strouhal number may be defined for R~eynolds
numbers larger than about 20,000. In the critical Reynolds number regime,
a broad band power spectral density is usually observed. At higher
Reynolds numbers, the Strouhal frequency rises to about 0.3 and the
she(hding process is quasi-periodic. tile spe(:tral content of the exciting
forces is particularly importaLtL for bodies which muay undergo in-line and/or
transverse oscillations siice the vortex shedding frequency locks onto the
frequency of the transverse oscillations of the cylinder.
Various attempts have been made to devise a universal Strouhal numuber
which would remain constant for differently shaped twvo- or three-dimensional
body shapes (e.g.j Siiuions 1977). Unfortunately, these definitions suffer
from the obvious drawback that their defini tion requires the solution of
tile wake formation problem first, or the measurement of one or more flow
characteristics. Thus, their importance lies iot so much in their ability
to predict but rather to uncover the intricate relationship between, say,
the flow velocity, vortex shedding frequency, wake width, base pressure,
the streaffwise distance from separation edges to the point of minimum
base pressure, or the distance apart of tile peaks of the r.,|.s. value of
thie velocity across the wake, etc. It appears that isolating a small
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numiber of simple scales to describe the wake development may not be
poss ibl e.
As noted earlier, tie Stroulial number appears to be a function of
tie Reynolds number. lite fact that Inviscid flow models such as tile
discrete vortex analysis predict tile Strouhal Inumber allost exactly
in con formii Lyv'wiith te ex!yerilnents in the subcri t ical Reynolds number
range is rather surp)rising.
flhe constancy of tile Stroulial number over a broad range of Reynolds
iiumbers does not imply tlhat tile base pressure remains constanlt and that
a single vortex emanates from a sep)aration line each tiLme a vortex is shed.
In reality, there is not on1ly a phase shift between various sections of
the vortex, separated by a correlation leiigtLh, but also variations in both
the intensity and the frequency of [tie vortex segmiienmts. The variation
of the base pressure with Reynolds inumber ini the rang~e where the Strouhal
numliber remains constant may be related to the variation of tite correlation
lelgth 'lwith the Reynolds number. Tihe net effect of the spanwise variations
of tte vortex tube is that [the lift coefficient obtained from a pressure
integration is not necessarily identical with that obtained from the direct
total force measurements. Partial spantwise correlation leads tfo variations
in both the frequency and [tie anmplitude of the lift force, the variation
of the latter being miore pronounced than that of the former. The reasons
for these variations and tile lack of total spanwlise correlation are riot
quite clear. The end effects, wall-boundary layers, freestream turbulence,
non-uniformity of the velocity distribution are mmentioned quite often as
possible reasons. It is possible that the flow along tie cylinder is
Just as nimstable as it is cross to it. Ihe histablility of tie shear layers
to a band of frequencies and the amplification of the disturbances in
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response to various frequencies along the cylinder could lead to a three
dimensional flow. This, In turn, may give rise to a complicated interaction
between the niear wake arid the mobile separation point on a circular cylinder.
It would, however, be wrong to assume that the mobility of the separation
points is primarily responsible for the imperfect spanwise coherence. Even
bodies such as. 90 degree wedges, square cylinders, etc., with fixed
separation lines (assuming no reattachtiient) do not exhibit perfect correlation.
To be sure, the variation of the base-pressure coefficient for bodies with
mobile separation lines is greater than that for bodies with fixed separation
points (Roshko 1970).
Suffice it to note that there is a lack of coherence in the data for
the lift coefficient for a cylinder at rest because of the various reasons
discuassed above. The recogcnition of the flow instabilities and the three-
dimIlensional nature of the base flow give a greater appreciation of the
difficulties encountered in assessing the influence of the dynamic response
of the body on the entire flow structure and in devising suitable models.
b. Damping Coefficient.
It is a well-known fact that all systems dissipate energy through
various maechanisms. The ability of the system to do so is called damping.
Its rate depends on the internal friction of the material, the support
conditions, and the surrounding medium. The effect of the internal or
external fluid medium may be to increase the apparent mass, fluid friction,
flow separation, fluid sloshing, or a combination thereof. From a
practical point of view, it is simpler and oftent ,miore desirable to
determine the overall dam'ping of a structure in the fluid mediumn in whhich
it may be subjected to hydroelastic oscillations. [his, however, may cause
several mathematical and conceptual difficulties. Firstly, the part of
the damping which ls attributed to the surroundinig fluid is also part
of the driving or resisting force, depending on the relative directions
of the fluid force arid the body velocity. Thus the inclusion in the
damping termi of a constanit damping coefficient would be wrong since the
flu id-induced damping is not and cannot be constant. On the other hand,
the partition of the effect of the fluid motion partly as fluid damping
and partly as driving-or resisting force would make the matters worse
or hopelessly complex. The incclusion of the entire effect of the fluid
mILotion in the damping term w.ould require the assumption of a highly
nonlinear damping coefficient. Ihis, in turn, would give rise to
additional assiipLions and iperhaps to unexplahi able concl usions. In
spite of these arguments, it has often been assumed that the damping
coefficient (and the natural frequency) may be determined by pluckiuig
excitation of the cylinder in the fluid mediutmi. Oscillations created
in this manner are of small amiIplitude amid often free from vortex shedding,
if not from flow separation. For A/I) smaller than, about unity, tlhe
effect of the fluid motion is to increase the liniear friction force and
the mass of the body by the added mass (not necessarily the displaced mass),
(Sarpkaya 1976). On this basis, it is often assumed that frictional
effects of the fluid motion may be Included in the overall daillping
coefficient and the added mass effects immay be accounted for by properly
decreasing the natural frequency. Wheni a body, for example a cylinder,
is subjected to transverse oscillaLions in a steady flow, the fluid forces
resulting fron vortex sheddinij (essentially form drag) are taken as the
effective driving fluid force. The apparent success of this procedure
owes its success to the relatively small amplitude oscillations observed
and partly to the difficulty of determining tile total force.
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The use of a sintilar procedure for the added mass causes even stiore
difficult problems as will be discussed later. There is no reason in
the laws of fluid dynamics that the added mass, or the drifted mass,
should be the same for a body oscillati ig, at its natural frequency,
in a fluid othe•-wise at rest w.itlh that oscillating in a fluid in motion.
It is of course recogllized that it is raLher difficult to determiine the
material dampiing of a body ill vacuuim and the added miass as a function of
time iil a t illle-depell(leilt flow.
c. a tural Freqluenicy amd Added Mass
Natural frequency is perhlaps tle most imp'ortant parameter related
to tLie dynlamic response of a system s inice the synchronizatioll takes place
at or near to it. The determiniatiomi of the natural frequency of a body
in air (say by pluckhin excitatioll) is (lqijiLe correct sinice the added itiass
due to the displaced mass of air is imiuch smaller tLan the mass of the
body. In water, however, the added mass miay be quite large and itle
aPlIarelit natural fre(quency may be significaiitly lower. The justification
for the use of a natural frequency measured by plucking excitationi inl a
fluid otherwise at rest is ivecessarily based oil the assumption that the
added imiass is approximaLely e(qital to its inviscid flow value (not the imiass
of the fluid displaced by the body!) regardless of mode shape, vibration
amplitude, or presence of vortex sheddinig. Strictly speaking, what is
added to the iass of the body is iot tLie "mass of fluid displaced by the
body" but raLlier the added mass obtained by classical potential flow
methods for the particular direction of tie motioll of the body. For
example, tile displaced mass of a thin rectangular plate is practically
zer1o. Its added mass may be equal to the added mass of tle cylinder
accepting the plate as its diameter or to zero depending on whether tile
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I)late is oscillating non-mal oi- parallel to its surface. It is also
Important to note that the added-mass and the added-mass moment of inertia
coefficient depend, iii addition to the direction and type of motion, on
the proximity of other bodies anl(I the free surface.
The acceptance of the assum~ption that the added mass does not
depend on the mt1ode of vibration, vibration amp litude, or presence of
vortex shedding may lead to unexplainable predictions. The added mass
coefficient obtained by plucking excitation of a cylinder in a fluid
otherwise at rest does not prove that it remains constant for all types
* I
of fluid motion. It rather proves that the added m|ass calculated from
potential flow theory is essentially correct for the conditions approximating
the potential flow.
Added 1mlass is one of the least utiderstood and most confused charac-
terisLic of time-dependeuL flows. Several facts need to be made clear.
Firstly, added mass exists regardless of whether the fluid and/or the
body are accelerating or not. It is a drift of mass resulting from the
"elastica shaped" path of the fluid parLticles during the motion of the
fluid about the body (Darwin 1953). This mass, like all masses, reveals
its existence only when it is subjected to an acceleration. Thus, the
inertial force required to accelerate the fluid about a body at rest is
a sunm of the force required to accelerate the added mass and the force
acting on the displaced mass of the body due to the press~ure gradient
causing the fluid to accelerate. The inertial force required to accelerate
a body in. a fluid otherwise at rest is a sum of the force required to
accelerate the mass of the body and the force to accelerate the added mass.
Secondly, added mass depends on the type of motion of the body or
of the fluid"about the body; proximity of other bodies, free-surface, etc.,
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and time. It is niot always possible, iior advisable, to determiine the
instantaneous value of the added mass. For example, for a periodic
flow characterized by u = 111sin 2 jt/T, the added mass coefficient
cannot be properly defined at certain times.
Thirdly, the added mass coefficient (or Its time averaged value
over a suitable time interval) depends on the vortex shedding. for a
cylinder undergoing harmonic oscillations with a relative amplitude of
A/i nearly equal to unity in a fluid otherwise at rest, there is no
vortex sliedding and the added mass coefficient Is equal to its classical
value of unity. For larger values of A/I) where there is vortex shedding,
the added mass coefficient may even be negative (sarpkaya 1976).
Consequently, it is wrong to equate the tL.o flow situations where in one
case the cylinder oscillates with amipitu(des of A/D smnaller than unity
in a fluid otherwise at rest and the other case where the cylinder
oscillates at similar ammplitudes in a transverse direction in steady
flow. The former does not involve vortex shedding whereas the latter
is accompanied by complex separation and vortex-shedding phenomena
even though the amplitude of oscillations Is no greater. The empirical
models arrived at by ignoring these well established facts require
variable empirical constants to simulate the particular set of data and,
as noted before, become at best an interp)olation between various sets of
data.
Suffice it to note that the modeling of the separated flow about an
oscillating body requires first of all the elucidation of the correct
physics and the separation of the fluid forces acting on the body from
such quantities as the actual mass, material damping, and the spring
constant of the body. The empirical models (i.e., van der Pol oscillator
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mnod(lel or its improved versions, wake-oscillator models based on a hidden
flow variable and the integral-momentum equation, etc.) are highly
conditioned by the available experimental data. thus, their power of
prediction is not only uncertain but also l imitled to the range of the
experimental data used in their evolution. It is also unfortunate that
the empirical models obscure the physics of the flow and make it impossible
to establish a meaningful relationship betweeni certain observed or measured
features pf the near wake (e.g., narrowing or widening of the wake, the
increase 'or decrease of the wake establishment region, the increase or
decrease of the strength of the shed vortices, etc.). As stated earlier,
however, the oscillation of a body in a fluid in motion is a further
complication added onto ani already complex and relatively unstable flow
situation. Thus, It does not appear that there will ever be an exact
solution or a comprehensive model capable of predicting the observed
characteristics of the phenomenon. After all, those who have concentrated
on semi-empirical models may have been the wiser in recognizing the need
to get to the designer before the understanding of the problem arrives.
II. EXPERIf.ENIIAI. EUIJIPMENt AND PIIOCEDURES
The experiments were performied in two separate water tunnels.
The first one was a recirculating water tunnel with a capacity of
approximately 500 gallons. The galvanized test section, four inches
wide, eight inches high and 16 inches long, was closed on top with a
removable plexiglass plate to eliminate tie free surface effects. A
small space adjacent to the side walls was provided to allow the passage
of thin leaf arms connecting the cylinder, in the test section, to the
(Iriving hardware above the test section. A low RPM, high capacity,
14-inch-diameter discharge centrifugal pump was used to circulate ite
fluid through the test section. The velocity of the fluid was regulated
by a butterfly valve arrangement situated (lownstream of the test section.
Velocities of 0.72 to 1.55 feet-per-second were obtained by adjusting
the vanes of the butterfly valve.
The periodic motion was obtained by use of a small ,variable speed,
electric motor and flywheel and pivot assembly. The amplitude A of tihe
vertical periodic motion was set by adjusting the radial position of the
bearing attached to the.flywheel. For these experiments tile amplitudes
* ranged from 0.25 to O.84 inches. The frequency of oscillation was
regulated by adjustment of the variable speed motor. The system was
designed and constructed to produce essentially sinusoidal oscillation,
' free of secondary oscillations.
The test specimens used were 0.7 inches and 1.0 inch in diameter
and constructed from aluminum tubing. The cylinder wai held in the test
section by a yoke assembly connected to the pivot arm by a vertically
constrained rod. The action of the pivot arm caused the cylinder to
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oscillate vertically itn tile test section, transverse to the flow. Ilhe
aluminum yoke assembly was instrumented with strain gages and accelerometers
to monitor the forces and tihe acceleration felt by the'cylinder.
The mean velocity of the fluid was determined by use of a pitot tube
and a hot-film probe installed in the Lest section upstream of the test
cylinder. The velocity was continuously monitored using one channel of
a two channel recorder during the experiment.
The frequency an( period of oscillation was determined by use of an
acceleroileter mounted on the yoke assembly. TIhe signal was processed
through a filter to remove high frequency, low amplitude, vibrations and
was recorded on one channel of a two-channel recorder. The second channel
of the recorder was used to record the forces acting on time cylinder.
The instantaneous forces were sensed by four piezoelectric strain gages
mounLted on a cantilever-beam type arrangement, forming the toll of tile
yoke assembly. The yoke was inistrumented so as to measure both in-line
"and transverse forces. Figures I through 3 show the test section of the
tunnel and the cylinder-yoke assembly.
System checkout and sensor calibration preceded the experimental runs.
Several test iuns were made to verify the proper operation of the test
system, sensors, processing and recording equipment, and to establish the
test run procedures to be used. It was verified that the mechanical
system produced the required periodicity of oscillation for frequencies
below about four cycles per second and amplitudes of about one inch.
S, It was verified that the sensors and p)rocessing equipment had adequate
sensltivit;,and phase reproduction to allow measurement of the required
S, physical parameters.
* . The firsi'set of experiments had as its objective, the measurement
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of tile mean fluid-Induced force on the cylinder, in the direction of
, the stream flow, (in-line force) for various frequencies and amplitudes
of cylinder oscillation transverse to the flow. It was verified by
experiment that there was no in-line component of inertial force.
The physical recordinig of the in-line force was accomplished with
a Iloneywel1 recorder. Pitot differential pressure was recorded simui-
taneously to verify the imiaginitude and consLanicy of fluid velocity during
the runs. Accelerometer output was recorded onl the two channel recorder
to provifle data on oscillation period and phase anijle.
Sulisequently, the nmean in-line force, the flow velocity, the oscil-
lation period and ampl itude, and the cyl inder diameter were recorded
from the charts. A mean drag coefficient C di was calculated from this
data for correlation with the frequency parameter D/VI and the normalized
* amplitude A/D for the range of Reynolds numbers under consideration.
The second set of experiments had as an objective the measurememut of
ithe time-dependent forces in tlhe direction of cylinder motion, i.e.,
transverse to the direction of flow. Since, in this case, there was an
inertial force in the direction of interest, it was necessary to adjust
the experimental procedure in order to identify the instantaneous value
of the inertial force. Separation of the inertial force from the total
force was required to evaluate the resistive force produced by the fluid
alone.
The total force was recorded simultaneously with the acceleration.
The water level in the tunnel was alternately raised and lowered for each
run in order to allow the recording of the total "wet'! force and the
inertial "dry" force at a coinuon amplitude and frequency of oscillation.
The acceleration trace provided the reference for the time correlation of
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. the wet and dry force data. Because of the necessity to properly
correlate wet and dry phase information, extreme care was taken in
verifying the zeros for the acceleration and force recordings.
From force traces similar to Fig. 4, the transverse force was
read and recorded from both the wet and dry run curves. Starting from
the zero acceleration time (illustrated on Fig. 4) the wet and dry
forces were recorded each 0.01 second, for at least three complete cycles.
This data was then punched on IB14 cards for evaluation.
The, second test apparatus consisted of a recirculaLing waLer chatnel.
The Lest section, 12 inches wide, 18 inches high and 36 inches long, was
closed on top with a removable plexiglass plate to eliminate the free
surface effects. Furthermore, two thin plexiglass plates (10 inches long,
8 inches high, and 1/16 inches thick) were mounted on the walls of the
test section, each at a distance of 0.8 Inches away from the wall. The
cylinder axis, at its mean I)osition, was at the center of the plate. The
test cylinder was placed between these two plates. The gap between the
plate and the cylinder end was 1/32 inches. The purpose of the two plates
was to eliminate the effect of the wall boundary layers.
The drive system used in connection with tLie recirculating tunnel
was transferred to the water channel and the test cylinder was connected
to it by two thin leaf armns. The velocity of the fluid at the test section
was regulated by adjusting the speed of the variable speed pump.
Extensive velocity surveys with a hot-film anemometer were made to
determine the velocity and turbulence distributions. *The velocity was
found to be uniform in both the vertical and horizontal directions within
2% of the mean velocity. The turbulence level was about 0.3% for a mean
velocity of 1.5 feet per second.
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As before, a beam-type accelerometer was mounted on the rigid arni
connecting the twodriving arms. The acceleration signal was electronically
subtracted fromui the total force signal by means of a differencing unit.
The mass of tile accelerometer beam and the sensitivity of the signal
amplifier were adjusted so as to obtain zero net signal when the cylinder
assembly was oscillated in air at desired amplitudes and frequencies.
The natural frequency of the accelerometer was about 80 times larger than
the largest vortex shedding frequency. The accelerometer had a logarithmic
damping coefficient of ; 0.008. Thus, it has correctly detected the
inertial force acting oil the system without aiiy amplification.
Dynamic calibration tests were made by attaching known masses to the
cylinder and oscillating theni at knownu fixed amplitudes and frequencies.
It was found that the magnification factor of the force transducer-
amplifier-recorder system was nearly unity, and the natural frequency




The numerical calculations as well as measurements in time-dependent
flow yield the resultant force as a function of time for a given set of
numerical values of the independent parameters. Thus, it is not possible
without a suitable hypothesis, to express the force both as a function of
time and remaining independent parameters as one ordinarily would in a
closed form solution. Such a working hypothesis is particularly
necessary for the cable struiiuiiing problem since the results are to be
incorporated iiito the (lynamhlics of the cylinder motion in the form of a
forcing function. It should be stated at the outset that there is, at
present, no generally accepted hypothesis to decompose the time dependent
force into suitable components.
Stokes, in a remarkable paper oui the motion of pendulums, showed
that the expression for tLhe force on a sphere oscillating in an unlimited
viscous fluid consists of two terms, one involving the acceleration of
the sphere and the other the velocity. This analysis shows that the
inertia coefficient is modified because of viscosity and is augmented
over the theoretical value valid for irrotational flow. The drag
coefficient associated with the velocity is modified because of accele-
ration, and its value is greater than it would be if the sphere were
moving with constant velocity. In general, the force experienced by a
bluff body at a given time depends on the entire history of its accele-
ration as. well as the instantaneous velocity and acceleration. Thus,
. the drag coefficient in unsteady flow is not equal to that at the same
instantaneous velocity in steady flow. Neither is the inertia coeffi-
cient equal to that found for unseparated potential flow. As yet, a
theoretical solution of the problem for separated flow is difficult and
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much of the desired itnforniaLion must be obtained both experimentally arid
numerically, for example, through the use of the discrete vortex mo(del.
III this respect, the experinmental studies of Mulison and his co-workers
(1950) on the forces on piles clue to the action of progressive waves
have shed considerable light on the problem. The forces are divided
into two parts, one due to the drag , as in the case of flow of constant
velocity, an(I the other due to the acceleration of the f'. id. The
concept necessitates the introduction of a drag coefficient Cd and an
Id
inertia coefficient C II in the expression for force. In particular if F
is the force per unit length experienced by the cylinder, then
F = 0.5 CdIP)IJIU -I- CII rpi) /4 . (J/dt (1)
where U and dU/dt represent respectively the undisturbed velocity and the
acceleration of the fluid.
On the basis of irrotational flow around the cylinder, CM should be
equal to 2 (cylinder at rest, the fluid accelerating ;otherwise C = C = 1),II a
and one may suppose that the value of Cd should be identical with that
applicable to a constant velocity. hlowever, numerous experiments show
that this is not the case and that C(i and C show considerable variations
from those just cited above. Even though no one has suggested a better
alternative, the use of the M4orison's equation gave rise to a great deal
of discussion on what values of the two coefficienlts should be used.
Furthermore, the importance of the viscosity effect has remained in doubt
since the'experimental evidence published over the said period has been
quite inconclusive.
The most systematic evaluation of the Fourier-averaged drag and
inertia coefficients has been made by Keulegan and Carpenter (1958)
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through measurements on submerged horizontal cylinders, and plates in the
node of a standing wave. applying theoretically derived values of velo-
cities and accelerations. Extensive measurements by Sarpkaya (1976)
have shown that the drag, lift. and inertia coefficients depend on both
the Reynolds number and the Keulegan-Carpen Ler lumber (UM T/D) and that
Morison's equation predicts remarkably well the mieasured force provided
that tihe kinematics of the flow field is known accurately.
It is on tile basis of Lhe foregoing that the transverse force
acting on a circular cylinder undergoing hai'omiic oscillations in the
transverse direction to a uniform flow is expressed in terms of the
horison's equation as
F i12 (mT ( D )2 2TI
CL Cp sill Tii -2 
VT
- 2 (_L)2 cs 2n 2s1til --- 1 I (2)
where C IlI] and Cdl are the inertia and drag coefficients, respectively.
Evidently, the normalized force as well as the drag and inertia coeffi-
cients depend on the i)arameters UIJT/D = 20A/), and i)/VT. The first
parameter Is directly proportional to the relative amplitude, and the
second parameter Play be regarded as the frequency parameter DIVT or tile
reduced velocity.VT/D. Within the range of Reynolds nunibqrs considered
herein (Re = UImD/v from about 7,000 to 20,000), in accordance with the
specifications of the sponsor, tile drag and inertia coefficients are
considered.to be independent of the Reynolds number (Sirpkaya 1976).
For the purpose under consideration it is more advantageous to
expand the Icos Wtlcos wt term in series and to retain only the first
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term. This procedure yields,
2UinT.T1) )2 a .UT2 D 21C C R (-..C).. [ 1 (-_ -- (:-) Cos Wt(3
CL cml 2---1 sl1 UT 1)
VI vr d I
in which CdI and CII are given by their Fotirier-averages as,
2a
Cdl -(3/4) f (F coso) (01(U,21)) (4)
0
C .. = (2U1,1T/,,31)) f (2 sio)do/(1, ll) (5)
0
In the foregoing, the inertia and drag coefficients have been denoted
as Cfl and Cdi in order to distinguish thenm from those corresponding to
In-line oscillations. The subscript "1" carries the meaning of "lift"
or force in the direction transverse to the stream. Furthermore, C, 1
and Cd1 were obtained by normalizing 17 with 0.5dliU,2 In Eqs. (4) and (5).
If the lift force is normalized by 0.5p;V2 in determining the drag and
inertia coefficients, then Eq. (2) reduces to
CL = Ch sin 2irt/T - Cdh cos 2mL/T (6)
where CRi and Cdh are related to C and Cdl by
SA . C d C l .[32uA2 /0 2 ]/[3V2 T2 /D2] (7)
and"a n Cni Cm, [2w 3A/D]/[V2T2 /D2 ] (8)
"It should be noted in passing that Cdh and Cuh are identical to those
-it C. ar detca o s
"used by Ilartlen and Currie (1970).
The force acting on the cylinder in the in-line direction due to
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the oscillations in the transverse direction is expressed In terms of
a mean drag coefficient, denoted by C di' given as
Cdi = [Force in the in-line direcLionj/(O.5paV) (9)
The experimental data are analyzed accordinig to the Eqs. (4)-
(9) through the use of appropriate computer programs.
The drag and inertia coefficients obtained as described above were
obviously a consequence of the use of Eq. (3) and the method of Fourier
averaging. It was, therefore, necessary to compare thie predictions of
Eq. (3) through the use of the calculated coefficients with those measured
directly. Evidently, only such a comparison could show whether the
decomposition of the instantaneous force into an in-phase and out-of-phase
component is justifiable. Tile calculations performed along these lines
have resulted, in computer plots similar to those shown in Figs. 5 through
9. There are three curves on each plot: one marked by COSA is the normalized
instantaneous velocity; one marked by CLIM is the normalized instantaneous
transverse measured force; and finally, the one marked with CLTC is the
normalized instantaneous force calculated through tihe use of Eq. (3). It
is evident that the measured force is fairly well represented by Eq. (3)
particularly for VY/I values near critical synchronization. Further away
from synchronization additional vortex-shedding frequencies appear and
Srequire the consideration of higher harmonics in Eq. (3):. Such an analysis
has been carried out but will not be reported herein.
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IV. DRAG AND INERTIA COEFFICIENITS
The results will be discussed in two parts. The first will be tile
average in-line force icLing on the cylinder undergoing forced periodic
oscillations in the transverse direction. The second will be the time-
dependent lift force and its in-phase and out-of-phase components.
Evidently, the average in-line force is coupled with secondary
oscillations due to vortex shedding. However, such oscillations are
rather small In both steady and periodic flows and certainly not larger
than about 7% of the average force. It is for this reason that only the
average of the in-line force acting on the oscillating cylinder is
presented herein.
Figures 10-12 show the variation of tile nor|m|alized in-line force
as a function of 1)/VT for representative values of A/ID. Each figtjre
represents the data obtained with two velocities, namely, V - 0.84 and
V 1.3 ft/sec. In normalized form, these velocities correspond to the
Reynolds numbers Re = VI)/v = 7,000 and lie = 10,833. 1I: gure 13 shows
a carpet plot of tile mean drag coefficient for four representative values
of AID.
Evidently, the in-line force increases with A/D since the cylinder,
undergoing transverse oscillations, presents a larger apparent-projected
area to the mean flow." This, however, is only part of thl- explanation.
In addition, the. vortex growth and motion are affected by the oscillation
of the cylinder which in turn affect the in-line and transverse forces
acting on the.cylinder. This is evidenced by the fact that the in-line
. * force for a given A/D increases at first, reaches a maximum, and then
decreases as D/VT increases. A simple mninded calculation based on the
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steady flow drag coefficient for a stationary cylinder and the apparent
projected area for the in-line force, which imay be written as
C (Ii = C (1s I u2A/l) (10)
yields values which are almost equal to the maximum values given in
Fig. 13. It should be noted, however, that the phenomenon is far more
complex and that such a simple miiled procedlure should not generally lIe
used, even though the results are surprisingly good.
FiguIire 13 shows that the in-line force coefficient reaches its
maxiimum at Df/VT between 0.18 and 0.20. Ordinarily, the Strouhal number
for a stationary cylinder would be 0.21 for the Reynolds numbers cited
previously, and one would expect that the forces acting on the cylinder
will undergo dramatic changes as the vortex shedding frequency given by
the Strouhal number coincides with the frequency of the cylinder
oscillations. The present results show that such a synchronization
takes place at a frequency slightly lower than the Strouhal frequency.
The occurrence of synchronization as well as the increase of the amplitude
of oscillations In the force trace are showm most dramatically in fig. 14.
This figure was obtained by setting the free stream velocity at 0.84 ft/sec
and the AID ratio equal to 0.5. Then, beginning with the case of non-
oscillating cylinder, the frequency of the oscillations was gradually
increased up to about 4 IlIz and the resulting in-line force was continuously
recorded. The figure shows that the in-line force Increases rapidly but
with very. little oscillations superimposed on it. As soon as the frequency
of oscillations nears the Strouhal frequency, the amplitude as well as
the frequency of the force oscillations Increases. This fact is worth
remembering in connection with the difficulty of obtaining the drag and
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inertia coefficients at oscillation frequencies in the:vicinity or the
Strouhal frequency.
From an engineering viewpoint, the siginificance of the magnitude
of the in-line force is that a cylinder or cable excited by the flow to
oscillate in the transverse direction may he sUbjecLed to in-uirpe forces
several times larger thaii those assumed il its design. Furtherniore, the
deflections caused by the in-line force or sufficiently flexihle cylinders
tend to couple with transverse oscillations and niot only affect the
* I
niagnitudr. of the transverse oscillations huL also the path of the cyliider
motion.
The time-dependent transverse force is described, as noted earlier,
in terms of a drag coefficient Cdl or Cdh an( an inertia coefficient C,]
or C. [see Eqs. (3) and (6)] as a function of V r= VT/D. Figures 15
through 24 show Cdl and C for representative values of A/fl, (A/I) 0.13,
0.25, 0.50 ,0.75, and 1.03).
It is seen from these figures that important variations occur in Cd1
and Cml particularly in the vicinity of the Strouhal frequency where the
natural eddy-shedding Is both enhanced and correlated by the oscillations.
The inertia coefficient or the normalized in-phase component of the
* transverse force undergoes a rapid drop as the frequency of oscillations
approaches'the Strouhal frequency. In other words, synchronization or
lock-in is manifested by a rapid decrease in inertial force and a rapid
increase in the absolute value of the drag force. 1hus, the lock-in is
a phase transformer. Equally important is the fact that Cml reaches a
value of about 2 at a Vr value slightly under that corresponding to the
perfect synchronization. It has been noted earlier that Cml is equal to
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unity for a cylinder oscillating in a quiescent fluid and Is equpal to
2.0 for a flow oscillat.inq about a cylinder at rest. lhtis, the data
presented herein show that the net effect of the cylinder-flow interaction
near sychronization is not uMlike that of a periodic flow about a
cylinder at rest. In other words, the fluid becomies the oscillator.
The data also show that the use of an inerLia or added-mass coefficient
equal to unity, as determlined by oscillatitig the cylinder in a fluid
oLherwise at rest, is not corre(:t in model inj the vortex-induced
osc i 1 la tjons. None or the exist in• flow-induced vibration models
predict the inertia coefficient accurately as far as the present( data
are concerned.
The data for all values or A/i) show thaL the peak value of Cml
decreases from abouL 2 to unity as A/I) increases from 0.75 to 1.03.
In other words, the wake gradually ceases '.o behave like an oscillator
as A/f) approaches unity. For very small values of Vr, well below .he
synchronization range, Cm, drops to unity, as vouild be expected oil
physical grounds. For values of Vr above that correspondinq to Lhe
perfect synchronization, Cin] firs drops sharply and then becomes
negative. A similar phenomenon is observed in a harmonic flow about a
cylinder at rest (Sarpkaya, 1976), (or when a cylinder is oscillated in
a quiescent fluid) for UtInT/D values from about 8 to 40, depending on the
particular value of Df2/vT. This is a consequence of fractional vortex
shedding as discussed by Sarpkaya (1976) and simply means that the total
", drift mass during the period of flow deceleration is larger than that
- during the period of acceleration.
The dramatic variaLion of C in the vicinity of the synchronization
ml
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region shows that the fluid motion just before the perfect synchronization
is significantly different from that just after the synchronization. For
example, Griffin and Votaw (1972) have observed that "vibration frequencies
above and below the natural frequency rn respectively decrease and increase
the longitudinal spacing from its value at the natural frequency" and tihat
"both the vortex formation reg ion and the loniti(iudinal spacing are in fluenced
in the same way by the frequency, resultiny in an expansion and contraction
of the wake at the lower and higher frequencies.
Thq drag coerficienLt C11 or the normalized out-of-phase component
of the total instantaneous transverse force given in Figs. 15 through 19
becomes negative for Vr values in thc neighborhood of 5. Outside this
range the drag is mostly positive, thus in the opposite direction L.o the
motion of the cylinder. Wilthin the range or V values cited above, the
I-
drag force is in phase witUh the direction of motion of the cylinder and
helps to magnify the oscillations rather than damp them out. For this
reason, the region in which C(11 is negative is sometimes referred to as
the negative damping region. The fact of the matter is that this is not
damping in the proper use of the word but rather an energy transfer from
the fluid to the cylinder via the mechanism of synchronization. The
values of Vr at which Cdl or Cd(II changes its sign depend on A/D. The
maximum absolute value of C11 in the synchronization range decreases
rapidly as A/D Increases. Field studies have shown that:synchronization
does not occur for relative amplitudes larger than about unity. The trend
of the pt'esent data is in conformity with such observations.
Finally, an unexpected and previously unknown observation in connection
with the variation of Cdl will be described. For normalized *velocities
Vr in the neighllorhood of 4, the data yield once again negative drag
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coefficients f9r A/D smaller than about 0.5. The occurrence of this
second region of synchronization at higher frequencies shows that there
is not a single region of lock-in and that there are at least two and
possibly more regions of frequency in which synchronization can occur.
The narrowness of the regions in the second region of synchronization
makes it rather difficult to observe the phenomenon. In fact, one may
easily miss such a region by simply not taking smaller increments in
frequenqy. It suffices to note that a cylinder may be excited first at
frequenties near the Strouhial freqilency an(d then at. the multiples of the
Strouhal frequency. Ilowever, the largest energy transfer from the fluid
to the cylinder occurs in the first syncronization region near the
Strouhal frequency.
The variations of C(dh and C imh with V for representative values of
A/D are shown in Figs. 25 through 34. Evidently, this particular set of
data, obtained from C dl and C l, carry the same Information as C(11 and
C il,' A careful examination of the data shows that in the synchronization
region Cddh increases at first gradually and then more rapidly with A/I),
reaching a value of about -1.0. Subsequently, C dh decreases rapidly with
increasing A/D and becomes positive near AIl) = 1.0. Similarly, C1 h
Increases with increasing A/D and reaches a maximum value of about 1.65
at A/D = 0.8. ror larger values of A/D, Cit] decreases rapidly as A/l)
approaches unity.
The values of Cdh and Cnih corresponding to the Vr value at the point
of perfect synchronization were entered into the computer and the equation.
of motion was solved, as described later, through the use of a fourth-
order Runga-Kutta numerical procedure. This method has enabled the
prediction of the dynamic response of cylinders at perfect synchronization.
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V. ANALYSIS
The equation of notion ror alt elastically molunted, linearly damped,
and periodically forced cylinder may he wriiLten as (see [ig. 35)
mIL 1C1
rig. 35 Elastically mounted, linearly-damped cylinder
nti' + ci 4 kx = F = 0.SPfIVCL (1)
where in represents the mass of the cylinder, c the linear material
damping, and k the spring constant. The derivatives of x are taken with
respect to real time t, i.e.., d x/dt? 2 , etc.
Defining,
In 11 fl I1 r
C2m C ' o = f If n SV/f I) , X = AID (la)
.1 Pf LD2 f -2 ' 2xr
c n 2 22' r -
2m w Sw 2
n4
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equation (11) may be reduced to
X r + 26xr - r = pr Q LCi1 sin s r - (16/31t ) XrC(l cos f1r] (12)
it) Which Pr= Pf/ps = 2n 
3 aS 2
Equation (12) nmay be solved exactly only for constant values of
Cn1 and Cd . There is of course no dirficullty in solving this equaLion
either for assumed values of the force coefficients or for theoretically
or experimentally obtained coefficients. The purpose of this report is
to solve Eq. (12) through the use of the experimentally obtained force-
transfer coefficients, particularly for perfect synchronization, and
compare the results with those obtained experimentally by others under
comparable conditions.
Equation (12) may also be wriL ten in terms of Cralb and Cdh as
r*-- 2i .+ x r -- 2 (Ch sin fir - Cdh cos il) (13)
from which one easily obtains the normalized relationship between the
ampli tude and phase as
2 4 2 2 2 2 )
a '0o R(C +C dhl - -- 2 ](A/1))2 (14)
Solving for Pl, one has
1 - 2 2 [(l - 1] (15)
where 1 Is given by
W a o2 4 (Cd2 4-C 2h)/(A/D)2 (16)
Equations (13) and (14) constitute a set of coupled differential
equations. For a given value of obo, C(lh and C,,h may be expressed in
A I l
terms of AID through tile use of the experimenital data. Then the Eqs. (13)
and (14) may be solved together for given values of 'a' and C. For this
purpose il Is solved from Eq. (15) for the previously calculated value of
A/I) and the correspondinrg values of Cd(h and C llh. ihen, Eq. (13) is
integrated through the use of a fourth order IRnga-Kutta method for a
half cycle and a new value of A/D is calculated. This value is then
inserted into the Eq. (15) together with the corresponding new values
of Cdh and Ch and the entire procedure Is repeated until a steady state
is reachled. The computer program which carries out the stated calculations
is given in Appendix-A.
The purpose of the application of the above procedure to self-excited
oscillations of cylinders was three fold: (a) to establish the validity
of the force-transfer coefficients within the range of Reynolds numbers
under consideration; (b) to investigate as to whether the steady-state
response of the cylinder is determined primarily by the ratio SG = t/a
(see e.g., Skop, Griffin, & Raiidberg, 1976) or by both C and 'a'; and
finally, (c) to'examine the stability of tile differential equation when
the cylinder reaches a steady-state. Evidently, if it can be demonstrated
that the calculations predict accurately the steady-state amplitudes of
self-excited oscillations obtained under entirely different circumstances,
then one can conclude that the force-transfer coefficients presented herein
should form the basis *for comparison with those obtained'from other numerical
or heuristic models.
The foregoing may be accomplished only through the use of carefully
conducted experiments for which the material damping ratio (obtained in
vacuo), tile mass ratio 'a', the critical frequency wo, and the steady-
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state amplitude are recorded. To the author's knowledge only Griffin
and Koopmann (1977) were able to obt.aihi such dala which are tabulated
below:
Damping ratio Mass ratio Response parameter Amplitude
a S G= C/a AI0
1 6.78 x 10-4 8.62 xlO-3 0.079 0.47
II 3.31 x 10-4 2.43 xlO-3 0.14 0.275
II 1.62 x 10-4 5.17 xlO-4 0.31 0.14
This data set formed the basis of comparative calculations
reported herein. Before proceeding with the calculations, however, it
was necessary to investigate [he behaviour of the differential equation
and the accuracy of the numerical procedure used. For this purpose,
Cd1 and Cnl were assumed to remain constant and the differential equation,
[Eqs. (12) or (13)], was solved in closed fornm to yield
Yr -- [sn(-a--)/sinle-s- sin(nr-a-f) (17)
in which Yr x/A and
arc tan(16ACd 1 /3C2 1 ) D 00 arc tan(2tn)/(l-n
2 )
and
5' -- arctan[(I '/[r + n cot(-rz-•)]] (18)
Then the accuracy of the numerical integration through the use of the
fourth order Runga-Kutta method has been checked by comparing results
with those obtained from the exact solution for various sets of identical
input parameters. In all cases the solutions were perfectly identical in
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both the transient and steady states. SamNple plots of the evolution
of the oscillations are shown in Figs. 36 through 38. Such calculations
have also shown that a lowly damped system, may result in an initial
overshoot of the amplitude before it reaches a steady state provided
that the force-transfer coefficients remain constant. A highly damped
system, on the other hand, reaches its steady-state gradually from
initial rest position. It should be kept in mind, however, that the
purpose of these paralleteric calculations was not to investigate the
role played by damping but rather to compare tile predictions of the
exact solution with those obtained with the numierical procedure. In
a system in which the force-transfer coefficients vary with amplitude,
such an overshoot may not take place.
Subsequent to the foregoing parametric studies, computations were
carried out using the data obtained by Griffin and Koopiann (1977) and
the experimentally determined values of Cdh and Cmh through the use of
the numerical procedure described earlier. The envelopes of the
transient-and steady-state oscillations for the three cases under
consideration are shown in Figs. 39 through 41. The predicted and
measured relative amplitudes are tabulated below:
, SG
Predicted A/)D Measured A/D, [Griffin & Koopmann]
S-I 0.43 0.47 0.079
S-1I 0.235 0.275 0.14
S-Ill 0.11 0.14 0.31
Evidently, the measured and calculated relative amplitudes compare quite
well. The relatively small differences may be attributed to the experimental
errors in the determination of both A/D and the force-transfer coefficients,
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to the difficulties encountered in the determination or the critical
damping factor tli vacuo, and to the variation in the mass ratio 'a'.
Furthenuore, it should be noted thaL the relative amplitudes reported
by Griffin and Koopmann (1977) are the maximums and that the mean values
of AID at synchronization are somewhat lower and certainly closer to
those predicted by the numerical analysis.
It appears, at least on tihe basis of the foregoing, that tile force-
transfer coerficients presented herein coul(d be used with confidence
in the rqnge of Reynolds nuitihers fromi about 5,000 to 25,000 to predict
thle dynamic response of elastically mounted cylinders provided that tile
material damping and the mass ratio are given. Evidently, additional
data are needed to test t.he power or prediction or the computer code
developed in this investigation ror all practically important values of
SG from about 0.01 to 5.0.
Next to consider was thle investigation of the role played by SG,
known as thle stability or response parameter. Among others, Griffin,
Skop, and Ramberg (1975) have attempted to show that tine value of A/D
is uniquely determined by tile value of a response or stability parameter
SG which is itself related to certain physical properties of thle strun•ning
structure, i.e., SG = t/a. Vickery and Watkins (1962) were the first to
arrive at such a conclusion on the basis of dimensional analysis and
energy-balance considerations. Griffin, Skop, and Raumberij (1975) obtained
* a least squares fit to tile existing data (see rig. 42) and arrived at tile
following empirical formula:
2A/D 1.29/(l + 0.43 S G)3.35 (19)
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It should be noted that the 2A/D values in lig. 42 show large variations
(as much as 100%) for a given value of SG particularly for SG values
from about 0.2 to 1.0. It should also'be noted that the response
parameter used in Eq. (19) and in Fig. 42 was obtained by using the
damping ratios which include both structural and fluid effects.
The equation of motion [Eq. (13)] shows that the response of the
system is independently governed by c and 'a' and that the said equation
cannot be expressed in terms of a single response parameter. One can,
howeveri explore the reasons for the apparent correlation of the
experimental data with SG (determined as noted above) through the use
of Eq. (14). For this purpose, let fl 1 - r, (since 1Q is often very
close to unity). Inserting this value in Eq. (14), ignoring terms such
as E 3, te2, i.e., all third and higher order terms, and simplifying, one
has
. 2 2 2 212
fA/D 0 o L/[ /a +SG] (20)
in which C 2 + C2h 12
L=[CM11 dhC1 1
Evidently, if it is assumed that CL and E/a remain nearly constant then
and only then one can conclude that there is a unique relationship between
2A/D and SG. In fact, the insertion of fairly reasonable values of CL, 1 o0
and c/a into the Eq. (20) suggest that 2A/D may be represented by
RAID = 0.35/[0.12 + S 1/2 (21)
lHowever, there is no physical reason that the two constants in Eq. (21)
should remain constant for all values of the parameters cited above.
In fact the large variations in 2A/D for a given value of SG in Fig. 42
(particularly for SG from about 0.2 to 2.0) suggest that the lack of
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correlation rather than the experimental errors is responsible for t[le
scatter. Thus, it was deemed necessary to itivestigate the effect of SG
on A/D by carrying out a parametric sLudy. For this purpose, in one set
of calculations C was kept constant and 'a' was varied. In another set
of calculations, 'a' was kept constant and t was varied so as to arrive
at the same SG values. The following table gives t[le • and 'a' values
used:
a ___M/) (calculated_
6.8fl0-4 I.36xi0-3  0.5 0.23
6.8 xlO- 1 0.12
3.4 xlO 4  2 0.05
4.3x0- 3  8.6 xlO-3 0.5 0.26
B.6xlO- 3  " 1 0.18
I .xi0- 2  " 2 0.11 (unstable)
As conjectured above, identical 5G values did not result in identical
AID ratios. However, surprisingly enough, tihe A/D values for the two sets
of parameters did not significantly differ. Even though, additional
calculations are definitely necessary to reach firmer conclusions, one
can tentatively state that the governing equation is not very sensitive
to the individual variations of the damping and mass ratios provided
that SG remains constant. This particular behavior of the differential
€G
equation plus tile use of combined fluid and material damping may be
prilikrily responsible for the observed correlation.
It is noted from the above table that one set of calculations
became unstable even though tihe damping ratio was faiely large and an
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error limit of i0-o was used in the Runga-Kutta integration scheme,
(see rig. 43). It Is not clear whether the observed Instability is
a consequence of the numerical integration, or of the inherent instability
of the differential equation for certain sets of the governing paramieters,
or of the actual behavior of the corresponding dynamic system. It will
be most desirable to i)erlorm calculations with a set of damping and





The results presented herein warrant the following conclusions:
a. The In-line force acting on a cylinder undergoing hatinonic
oscillations In the transverse direction increases with A/ID. Ihe force
coefficient reaches its maximum at D/VT between 0.18 and 0.20;
b. The Fourier-averaged transverse force coefficients exhibit
significant variations in the vicinity of the Strouhal frequency.
The inertia coefficient is larger than unity for oscillation frequencies
larger than the Strouhal frequency and may be negative for oscillation
frequencies lower than the Strouhal frequency;
c. The variation of the inertia coefficient wiith 'r/D and A/M)
is not in confonnitty wi Lt the predictions of the oscillator models;
d. The use of the experimentally obtained drag and inertia
coefficients for the transverse force together with a numerical integration
proceJure accurately predicts the dynamic response of a self-excited
cylinder in the synchronization region;
e. A parametric study of the separate and combined effects of
material damping ratio, mass ratio, and response parameter show that
the maximum response of the cylinder is primarily governed by the
response parameter. Additional data and calculations are needed to
explore the effect of these parameters further;
f. It appears, on the basis of somewhat limited observations, that
the governing equation may become unstable for certain combination of
the damping and mass ratios.
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